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3.7 Baptism: Students learn the story of the life and teachings of Jesus in the Bible and that the baptised
person is guided by God’s family. They also learn that the church prays to Mary and the saints during
Baptism and that we remember and honour them during this time. 

 
 

3.8 Advent Christmas: Students explore the idea that people prepare their hearts for Jesus during the
time of Advent. They also learn that Advent Wreath helps Christians prepare for Christmas and that this
special time of the year is a season to celebrate new beginnings. 

Spelling: Students learn to spell using the Diana Rigg spelling program. Each day, students complete 
spelling activities using differentiated list words based on their abilities. 
Reading: Students build on various reading and comprehension strategies using the Reciprocal Reading
strategy: predicting, clarifying, questioning and summarising. 
Writing: Students identify the purpose, text structure and language features of poetry writing. 
Students will then apply their knowledge to write their own poetry texts. 
Grammar: Students learn proofreading and editing skills, punctuation and how to write complex sentences. 

Number & Algebra: Students will revise addition, subtraction, multiplication and division concepts,
using efficient mental and written strategies to solve problems. 

Geography: Students will be exploring important examples of change and continuity over time in the
city of Perth W.A, with regards to the areas of transport, work, natural and built environments and daily
life. Within this unit, students will also learn about the role that different cultural groups have played in
the development of local communities. In the second half of term, students will look at the historical
origins and significance of the days and weeks celebrated or commemorated in Australia (e.g. Australia
Day, ANZAC Day, National Sorry Day) along with the importance of symbols and emblems. 

Keeping Safe Curriculum: 
In Health this term, students will Identify helpful and unhelpful thinking strategies, whilst developing
problem-solving skills. They will explore and use the POOCH model to effectively solve problems and real-
life scenarios presented. Students will learn about trusted networks (eg. parents, teacher) and
demonstrate they can show persistence when seeking support from their trusted network.

Technologies/ STEM: In Digital Technology this term, students will implement simple digital solutions as
visual programs with algorithms involving branching and user input. Here, students will explore the
concept of ‘unplugged programming’ and experiment with different ways of describing a set of
instructions. Their final project will involve working in small groups to create a 3D maze and
programming BeeBots to complete their maze successfully. 

Location & Transformation: Students will identify angles as measures of turn and compare angle sizes
in everyday situations. They will also learn about symmetry in the environment and create and interpret
simple grid maps to show position and pathways. Students will create and interpret simple grid maps to
show position and pathways. 

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/humanities-overview/glossary/change
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/humanities-overview/glossary/continuity
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/humanities-overview/glossary/development
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/syllabus/humanities-overview/glossary/significance

